Characteristics of antiaromatic ring pi multi-hydrogen bonds in (H2O)n-C4H4 (n = 1, 2) complexes.
By counterpoise-corrected optimization method, the six antiaromatic ring pi multi-hydrogen bond structures with diversiform shapes for (H2O)n-C4H4 (n = 1,2) have been obtained at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level. At the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ level, the interaction energy obtained mainly depends on the numbers of H2O and fold numbers of the pi multi-hydrogen bond. The interaction energy order is -2.342 (1a with pi mono-hydrogen) < -2.777 (1b with pi bi-hydrogen) << -4.683 (2a with pi bi-hydrogen) < -4.734 (2b with pi tri-hydrogen) < -4.782 (2c with pi tri-hydrogen) < -5.009 kcal/mol (2d with pi tetra-hydrogen bond). Strangely, why is the interaction energy of the pi bi-hydrogen bond in 1b close to that of the pi mono-hydrogen bond in 1a (their difference is only 15.7%)? The reason is that a pi-type H-bond (as an accompanying interaction) between two lone pairs of the O-atom and a near pair of H-atoms of C4H4 exists shoulder by shoulder in structures 1a, 2a, 2b, and 2c and contributes to the interaction energy. Another accompanying interaction, a repulsive interaction between the pi H-bond (using the H-atom(s) of H2O) and the near pair of H-atoms of C4H4, is also found. For the structures and interaction energies, the pi-type H-bond produces four effects: bending the strong pi H-bond, attracting the pair of H-atoms of C4H4 so that they deviate from the C4 ring plane, showing the interaction energy contribution, and bringing the larger electron correlation contribution. The repulsive interaction also produces four effects: pushing the pair of H-atoms of C4H4 so that they deviate from its ring plane, elongating the distance of the pi H-bond, promoting the formation of pi-type H-bond, and slightly influencing the interaction energy. In the present paper, one C=C bond with two H2O (over and below the ring plane) forms a pi H-bond link in two ways: a strong-weak pi H-bond link and a strong-strong pi H-bond link. The stability contribution of the former is more favorable than the latter. One H2O forms a pi H-bond with C4H4 in two ways. One strong pi H-bond part (over or below the ring plane) always is accompanied by another H-bond part. The accompanying part is either a weak pi H-bond or pi-type H-bond.